INVISI-SCAPE

EMERGENCY FIRE ESCAPE SECURITY SCREENS

“Keep intruders
out without locking
yourself in!”

Our design team have re-engineered our
existing Invisi-Scape system to give you an
outward opening escape that is more robust,
improves security and is BAL-40 compliant.
Keep your home fire smart with our new and
improved Invisi-Scape Opening system with
features such as:
NEW INTERNAL SASH HANDLE
The integrated internal sash handle gives consistent clean lines around the internal
sash frame. Its increased rigidity helps to reduce any flex when closing large screens.
NEW HOLLOW PERIMETER FRAME
The new Invisi-Escape perimeter frame has been developed to increase strength,
reduce fabrication time and improve the frame aesthetic. By locating the
screw flute into the hollow perimeter frame, fixings have now been concealed
improving both the system’s security and high end finish.
NEW FLAT FACED SASH
With its smooth external face and reduced frame width, the new Invisi-Scape
sash now allows for an increased open mesh area that provides not only greater
visibility and increased air flow but also gives your home a more modern and
contemporary appearance.
We’ve reduced the clearance between the sash and the perimeter frame to
minimise any possibility of a pinch point for fingers and added bulb seals to removes
noise from any screen movement under extreme weather conditions when the
screen latch is closed.

PRESS TO RELEASE
The new quick and
easy “Press to Release”
mechanism allows you to
get out quickly in the event
of an emergency.Simply
press the lever to unlock
and push open the screen
in one smooth and easy
motion. The handle now
releases the screen after
only 20° of movement,
aiding in a speedy escape
when required.
Invisi-Scape easily opens outwards to allow for a quick escape in
an emergency.

BAL Rated
Invisi-Scape® is BAL rated to protect
your home against bushfires in areas
from BAL-LOW up to and including
BAL-40.

Upgrade to Invisi-Maxx for ultimate cyclonic protection.
For protection against cyclonic debris and ultra security
protection from intruders, Invisi-Maxx® Escape is the
ideal solution.
For more information visit:

www.invisi-gard.com.au/invisi-maxx
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We are always looking at how we can
improve our existing products and also
design new systems for the ever-evolving
marketplace.
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